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Abstract

Modern programming languages are compiled to intermediate code preserving the intention of high-level language constructs. Emerging modularization mechanisms, however, lack such handling. Recent research results have shown that deeper support for these modularization mechanisms, e.g., in virtual machines and intermediate languages, is feasible; it allows applying tailored optimizations and radically improves development processes such as incremental compilation, debugging, etc.

The VMIL workshop, second in the series, is a forum for research in virtual machines and intermediate languages with support for emerging modularization mechanisms such as mix-ins, units, open classes, hyper-slices, adaptive methods, roles, composition filters, layers, pointcuts-and-advice, and inter-type declarations. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: compilation-based and interpreter-based virtual machines as well as intermediate language designs with dedicated support for emerging modularization mechanisms, compilation techniques, optimization strategies, improved techniques for fast predicate evaluation (e.g., of pointcuts) inside virtual machines, and advanced caching and memory management schemes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-oriented Programming; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features — Control structures; Procedures, functions, and subroutines; D3.4 [Language Processors]: Compilers, Interpreters, Memory Management, Run-Time Environments

General Terms Design, Languages, Performance

Keywords virtual machine, intermediate Language, dynamic dispatch, separation of concerns, compilation, interpretation, optimization

1. Motivation and Themes

Compilers for modern object-oriented languages generate portable intermediate code. The concepts of the source language are preserved in such intermediate representations. For example, classes, fields, methods, virtual or static dispatch, etc. are found, primarily because the underlying intermediate language directly supports such constructs. The advantage of preserving the information about the source language at the intermediate language level is that this information is now easily accessible to virtual machines, which exploit this information to perform optimizations that may not be enabled otherwise.

In contrast, emerging language constructs for improved separation of concerns \cite{6} are often realized by compiling the new constructs to object-oriented instructions of the conventional intermediate language, which does not preserve the constructs’ semantics in a declarative way. Examples of such new constructs include mix-ins \cite{4}, units \cite{9}, open classes \cite{5}, hyper-slices \cite{3}, adaptive methods \cite{12}, roles \cite{11}, composition filters \cite{1}, layers, pointcuts-and-advice \cite{10, 14}, and inter-type declarations.

The main themes of this workshop are enhancements of existing or development of new intermediate languages that better support new high-level language constructs, development and enhancement of virtual machines, and compilation techniques that take advantage of this newly found information in the intermediate representation for additional optimizations. Recent research results have shown that these new opportunities are valuable for optimization \cite{2, 3}, for efficiently supporting dynamic language constructs \cite{8}, and for speed of incremental compilation \cite{7, 13}.

The areas of interest include, but are not limited to: compilation-based and interpreter-based virtual machines as well as intermediate-language designs with better support for these emerging modularization mechanisms, compilation techniques from high-level languages to enhanced intermediate languages as well as native machine code, op-
timization strategies for reduction of run-time overhead due to either compilation or interpretation, improved techniques for fast predicate evaluation (e.g., of pointcuts) inside virtual machines, and advanced caching and memory management schemes in support of the mechanisms.

2. Relevance to OOPSLA

To date, the advanced modularization constructs researched in various communities are mostly reflected in high-level language design. The workshop’s main goal is the discussion of compilation techniques, intermediate languages and execution environments that more naturally support these modularization constructs even within compiled programs. This support will, e.g., facilitate new optimization possibilities and incremental compilation, and improve debugging. Furthermore, it can be expected that advanced modularization constructs benefit from a more efficient execution: increased efficiency will raise the acceptance of the concepts which in turn activates further research at the conceptual level.

After having successfully conducted the VMIL workshop in conjunction with an AOSD conference once, we wish to take the opportunity to address the much wider audience attracted by the OOPSLA conferences. OOPSLA has, traditionally, brought together researchers and practitioners from various communities related to object-oriented and other styles of programming. The language design and implementation communities have frequently been among these.

3. Goals and Expected Results

We expect to receive papers that provide evidence of the benefits of supporting advanced modularization constructs beyond the high-level code of programs. These should act as motivation for new researchers to include the topics of this workshop into their research. We intend to accomplish this goal by publishing the papers in the ACM digital library and by opening the workshop to researchers without accepted papers, as both discussed below. The proceedings of the first workshop in this series have already been published in the ACM digital library.

We also expect to receive position papers from researchers new to the field. For these researchers we want to offer a platform for discussing their ideas and receiving feedback on them. This will be supported by question and answer sessions as well as by a session of group discussions.
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